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Week that Was
• A slew of strong corporate earnings reports, robust economic data, a no-surprise Fed meeting, and the somewhat very
mechanical regulatory-induced sell-off in Chinese equities made the last week of July the busiest one this summer.
• There was a lot of push and pull, with equities finishing slightly lower to where they started the week, but still near alltime highs.
• The fresh datapoints reveal the following about the health of the economy, the corporate sector, and the future direction
of monetary policy:
1. Shortages are holding back the recovery, but the economy is bigger now than it was before the pandemic.
2. Corporate earnings continue to rise at a fast clip, supporting sentiment and valuations.
3. Fed is in no rush to dial back its accommodation, but the countdown to tapering has started.

• The remainder of the year could be choppy given elevated expectations, a slowdown in growth, apprehensions over delta
variant and regulatory uncertainty in China

US Economy : Demand Outstrips Supply
• Despite a few misses on the headline numbers, economic data this week highlighted a theme of demand continuing to outstrip supply and ongoing slack in
the labor market. In a way, this is the opposite problem of the prior cycle, when policymakers were worried over why inflation remained tepid even amid
the lowest unemployment rate in decades.
• At the press conference following FOMC meeting, it was clear from the Fed chair’s comments that policymakers are conflicted that inflation is on a tear
even as slack remains in the labour market. When it comes to tapering of asset purchases, there were still “a range of views” among members.
• The Phillips curve tells us that inflation and unemployment should have a stable and inverse relationship. It stands to reason that a faster-growing economy
should stoke inflation, while leading to less unemployment. But the past decade or so has demonstrated that this is not always how it plays out in reality.
The economic data this week continued to reflect the labour market’s slow progress and the ongoing challenges of soaring demand amid worsening supply
chain constraints.
•

Initial jobless claims are now higher than at the end of May, and the number of those receiving ongoing jobless benefits also rose in the latest figures.

• New home sales fell to their pre-COVID pace. Our best read here is that some home builders are limiting sales in new communities due to ongoing supply
shortages of building materials, HVAC equipment and appliances. That is not to lay all the blame on supply chain woes, as sky-high prices play a role here as
well. The drop in sales is helping inventory ramp back up.
• At 6.3 months' worth of housing inventory, supply has almost doubled from a low of 3.5 months last summer.

Work in Progress : Fed stands Pat
•

FOMC announced no major policy changes on July 28. FOMC left its target range for the federal funds rate unchanged at 0.00% to 0.25%, and it also decided to
maintain its monthly purchase rate of Treasury securities and mortgage-backed securities at $80 billion and $40 billion, respectively. Both decisions were
unanimously supported by all 11 voting members of the committee.

•

However , FOMC did make an important tweak to the policy statement that it released at the conclusion of the meeting.

•

FOMC has been stating that "substantial further progress" needs to be made toward the twin goals of maximum employment and price stability before a tapering
of asset purchases is warranted. The statement said that "the economy has made progress toward these goals" and that the committee "will continue to assess
progress in coming meetings." In other words, progress has been made, but not quite enough to warrant a near-term commencement of "tapering."

•

Note the reference to "coming meetings." It does not seem that the FOMC is in any hurry to taper, although the committee does seem to acknowledge that the
time is drawing nearer.

•

FOMC might make a formal announcement regarding the tapering of its asset purchases at the December 14-15 meeting. Fed to begin the process of winding
down its purchases early next year. But, before that formal announcement is made, Fed would have made sure that the markets are taken into confidence

•

These hints could potentially come as early as next month when Powell makes a speech at the Jackson Hole Symposium or at the conclusion of the September 22
FOMC meeting.

•

Long-term interest rates could begin to creep higher as expectations of Fed tapering ramp up.

US Equity markets : One step closer to Peak earnings
• Last week was the busiest week of the second-quarter earnings season .About a third of the S&P 500 companies reported results Like the previous four
quarters, companies are topping estimates at record levels (87% of the S&P 500 companies have exceeded estimates by an average of 18%), driven by the
strong rebound in demand and elevated profitability levels.
• The highly anticipated earnings reports from several mega-cap tech companies were solid but not without blemishes, and share prices, excluding Google,
declined. Amazon, Apple, Google, Microsoft and Facebook, which together make up 22.5% of the S&P 500, on average doubled their earnings from last year
• Even as pandemic trends reverse, the digital transformation continues -with online advertising spending, cloud computing and smartphone demand rising at a
fast pace. Despite staying power of tech earnings, comparisons are getting harder in second half of the year, and bar of expectations is high after a sharp rally
in prices since the middle of May.
• Outside of tech, earnings of stocks that are more closely tied to the business cycle have been recording the biggest upside surprises.
• With large-cap companies delivering strong results, forward earnings expectations continue to rise at a fast pace, even compared with other post-recession
recovery years. For perspective, 2021 earnings have been revised higher by 18% since the start of the year, and 2022 earnings by 11%, vs. 9% in 2010 and 8% in
2004.

•

Rising earnings have helped support sentiment and have allowed investors to look through the variant uncertainty.

• Persistent input cost pressures could pose profitability challenges ahead, but, so far, most companies have been able to pass through price increases and have
achieved productivity gains.

US Growth – Recovery turns into
Expansion
•

The initial estimate of Q2 GDP showed that the economic activity reclaimed its pre-pandemic
peak .Real GDP grew at a 6.5% annualized rate versus the 8.4% forecast.

•

After just six quarters and unprecedented fiscal and monetary support, economic activity is
now back above its 2019 peak, fully recovering from not only one of the deepest recessions in
U.S. history, but also the shortest.

•

The drag on growth came from a decline in inventories, residential investment (housing),
government spending, and a wider trade deficit as imports rose faster than exports.

•

Despite the headline miss, consumer spending, which represents the lion's share of overall
demand (about 70%), was stronger than expected, growing at 11.8%.

•

Growth would have been even stronger if it weren't for the supply bottlenecks and shortages

that are holding back demand. The silver lining to the decline in inventories is that retailers
will have to restock and rebuild them in the second half, boosting GDP.
•

Growth in the second half of the year will unavoidably slow as the economy transitions from
recovery to expansion. However, the business cycle remains young, and over the next 18
months the economy is expected to grow comfortably above the 2.3% average pace that
prevailed from 2010 to 2019.

Output Gap
•

The Senate voted earlier this week to advance a bipartisan infrastructure bill. This allows
formal debate to begin on the $550 billion package. However, Congress is not in session
much over the next six weeks. The Senate goes on summer recess on August 9 and does not
return until September 13. Meanwhile, the House goes on summer recess August 9 and
does not return until September 13. It is doubtful anything will be finalized until late
September at the earliest. In addition, the infrastructure bill is separate from a proposed
$3.5 trillion social welfare plan.

•

CBO projects roughly a $4 trillion budget deficit this fiscal year and a near $2 trillion budget
deficit next year. These estimates do not capture current spending plans. This is important
because CBO is already predicting an economy that will be operating well above its
noninflationary capacity by early next year.

•

This is evident from the output gap, which measures the difference between the actual and
potential level of real GDP as illustrated in the accompanying chart. When the output gap is

positive, inflation tends to rise. CBO predicts next year’s output gap will be over two percent
of GDP.
•

This would be the highest since a three percent gap in 1971 when inflation was on the
secular upswing. With inflation currently running well ahead of consensus expectations,
more government spending could make today’s inflation environment a permanent

economic feature. Bond bulls and USD bears stay warned

Cash Deluge –Flying blind
• The financial system is swimming in about $4 trillion in reserves, which are rising in part because of Fed ‘s asset purchases, the drop in Treasury bill
issuance and a rapid drawdown the Treasury General Account, or TGA, which has dropped by more than $1 trillion since last fall.
• An overabundance of cash in U.S. interest-rate markets has for the first time ever pushed the amount that investors are parking at a major central bank
facility to more than $1 trillion. Demand for the so-called RRP facility has surged since Fed boosted the offering rate on it to 0.05%

• Eighty-six participants placed an unprecedented total of USD 1.04 trillion at the Fed’s overnight reverse repurchase facility. That surpassed the previous
all-time high volume of $991.939 billion from June 30, New York Fed data show.
• The record is far from unexpected, but does once again bring into focus growing imbalances in front end markets that have helped keep downward
pressure on short-end rates.
• The latest increase coincides with the approach of another key Treasury-market milestone: the official reinstatement of the U.S. debt ceiling. That’s set
to come back into effect and the rules surrounding the impact of its return on the Treasury cash balance have been a significant factor in shaping the
glut of dollars.
• Treasury endeavors to reduce its cash balance to $450 billion before the debt cap is reinstated at the end of the month. This has forced the
government to make additional cuts to its bill supply, further exacerbating the supply-demand imbalance and boosting the Fed’s RRP facility.

•

Powell says RRP facility is functioning as intended by acting as a relief valve for the liquid financial system. But markets believe that the system is flying
blind

Europe : Transient Sweet Spot
•

Eurozone Q2 GDP rose 2.0% q/q and jumped 13.7% y/y. Not only was the outcome
stronger than expected, but the sequential quarterly increase represented a return to
growth after two straight quarters of contraction. Economic growth was also broad-

based across the region.
•

In addition to the confirmation of strong growth in Q2, survey data suggest that activity
remained firm at least during the early part of the third quarter. Eurozone July economic
confidence rose more than expected to 119.0, a record high since the series began in

1985. Both services and industrial confidence rose, to 19.3 and 14.6, respectively.
•

July CPI firmed moderately to 2.2% year-over-year, while the core CPI slowed to 0.7%.

•

ECB will certainly welcome the improvement in growth, while the moderate inflation
trends means there is no need for them to move to less accommodative policy

•

While the strong confidence surveys (along with last week's PMIs) are encouraging for
the Q3 growth outlook, some caution remains regarding growth prospects given the
renewed spread of COVID cases across the region.

•

China: Regulatory Crack down
• China’s regulatory crackdown on mega-cap internet stocks over the last

several months, and on the private education sector last week, has dragged
the MSCI China Index down 26% from its February peak this year.
• China casts a long shadow, accounting for 38% of the MSCI Emerging Markets
index.

•

Previous government actions were mostly focused on anti-monopoly and
financial technology regulation, involving a $2.8 billion antitrust fine on
Alibaba and the suspension of Ant Group’s $34.5 billon listing.

•

The more recent data-security probe into the ride-hailing company Didi
(which raised $4.4 billion in its U.S. IPO last month), along with the sweeping
new rules affecting private education companies, shook investor confidence,
triggering a 13% three-day decline last week.

• The new rules display a government determined to enforce compliance with
its agenda and unafraid of bearing economic costs in the process,
• The regulatory challenges facing Chinese companies come on top of a
slowing Chinese economy , the outlook is likely to stay clouded for a while.

Latam Monetary Experiments
•

COVID-19 hit Latin America hard. As of July 2021, the region had almost 30% of the world’s COVID-19 deaths, with only 8.3% of the global population. Moreover,
because of pandemic-related restrictions, its GDP contracted by 6.8% in 2020, the worst result in more than a century.

•

However, the region is set to rebound in 2021 (by 5.3%). The combination of fewer restrictions, stronger global demand, and a commodity boom has led to upward
growth forecast. By the end of the year, GDP data of the better-performing countries (i.e. Guatemala, Paraguay, and maybe Colombia) should reach their pre-pandemic
levels.

•

Amid the recovery, two challenges lie ahead for policymakers: inflation and debt.

•

Prices have increased due to supply-chain disruption, fuel costs, demand pressures, and currency depreciation. In fact, in Brazil, Dominican Republic, Mexico, Peru, and
Uruguay, the interannual inflation rate is already above the upper bound of the central bank’s target.

•

Most banks have not changed their policy rates, deeming the surge in prices to be temporary and due to a base effect . Nonetheless, the two largest economies, Brazil
and Mexico, hiked their policy rates in June by 75 and 25 basis points, respectively. Chile did so in July, by 25 basis points. These decisions are seen as a way to contain
both current and expected inflation.

•

The second challenge comes from the fiscal side and the debt position of the region.

•

According to IMF, this region has the highest debt burden as a share of GDP (56.3%).

•

Most countries increased their government spending to face the pandemic and now need to increase their tax revenue to finance it.

•

Tax reforms, always unpopular, can be even more challenging in the current climate of deep partisanship and political polarization. However, the need for reform looms
large.

Russian Hawkishness
•

Unlike central banks in most developed economies, central banks in some emerging countries are very concerned about rising inflation. Russian Example is worth
examining for EM context

•

On a positive note, Russia’s central bank has mostly been successful in keeping inflation low. The government has given it a higher degree of independence than is often
true in emerging economies. The central bank therefore has credibility with investors, which likely helps to suppress borrowing costs.

•

Since March, Russian Central bank has increased the rate by 225 basis points to 6.50%. These measures come at a time when inflation has risen sharply. In June,
consumer prices were up 6.5% from a year earlier, the highest level since August 2016. The high inflation reflects the sharp rise in global commodity and input prices as

well as the effect of a resurgence in demand in Russia’s quickly recovering economy.
•

In a statement, the central bank noted that “inflation is developing above the Bank of Russia’s forecast. CBR has highlighted the continued growth in households'
inflationary expectations and expressed doubts in the CPI's ability to return to the targeted 4.0% in 2H22. This largely reflects the fact that steady growth in domestic
demand exceeds production expansion capacity in a wide range of sectors. In this context, businesses find it easier to transfer higher costs to prices.

•

The central bank indicated that further interest rate increases are possible.

•

With Russian memories of ruinous inflation still raw, the central bank is evidently keen to anchor expectations of inflation to avert a return to an inflation psychology.

•

Moreover, with Parliamentary elections imminent, the government might be concerned that rising prices of food and other basics could further reduce real incomes and
thereby undermine popular support for the government. In fact, the government has imposed caps on the prices of some basic foods.

Mixed Macros
•

Centre’s capital expenditure in Q1FY22 stood at Rs 1.11 lakh crore or 20.1% of the target as against 21.4% of the relevant target achieved in the year ago quarter.

•

Thanks to a rise in tax revenue upon a low base, a surge in non-tax receipts attributable to the higher-than-expected surplus transfers from RBI and economical
spending, the Union government managed to contain its fiscal deficit in April-June quarter at 18.2% of the budget estimate (BE) for 2021-22.

•

This is the lowest level the deficit remained in relation to the respective annual BE in the first quarter of a year in over a decade. The fiscal deficit was 83.2% of the

corresponding annual target in Q1FY21 while it was 10.5% in Q1FY11.
•

State-owned fuel retailers sold 2.37 million tonnes of petrol in July, up 17 % from the year earlier period.

•

Sales of diesel rose 12.36 % to 5.45 million tonnes over the previous year,

•

The weighted average lending rate on new bank loans fell to a record low of 7.80% in June. With the current fall, banks have slashed rates on new loans by 146 bps
since March 2020, when the pandemic took hold. This is higher than the 115-bps cut in the RBI's repo rate since then.

•

RBI data showed the weighted average lending rate on outstanding loans of banks fell by 6 bps to 9.10%.

•

Liquidity in the banking system is estimated to be in a surplus of over Rs.6.11 trln . Surplus liquidity is expected to widen further in the coming days as RBI has
stopped rolling over the forward maturities . Net forward book of RBI eased to USD 49.57 bio at the end of Jun 21 from USD 59.85 bio at the end of May 21 .

•

RBI on Friday conducted a 14-day variable rate reverse repo auction, which saw banks park 2 trln rupees, the entire notified amount .RBI might announce an
increase in the quantum of its variable rate reverse repo auction in a bid to address the surplus liquidity in the financial system, at its Aug 6 monetary policy meeting

Bond Market : Perceptible fatigue
• Markets found the spread between the 10-year benchmark 6.10%, 2031 bond and the 6.64%, 2035 bond lucrative to step up their purchase at the
auction of the latter on Friday .
• The spread between the 10-year benchmark bond and the 2035 bond currently stands at 61 bp . In a normal environment, the spread between a
10-year bond and the 14-year bond is 35-40 bps.
•

With the outstanding on the 6.64%, 2035 bond now exactly at the government's informal cap of 1.2 trln rupees through a single dated security,
the Centre may cease the issuance of the paper, and it may soon turn illiquid, thus making it lucrative for investors to purchase at current levels.

• Rates are expected to consolidate around current levels as markets are developing a perceptible fatigue in fighting the determined Central bank.
•

RBI MPC as usual would look through the “transitory” hump in inflation and stick with a unanimous dovish pause in the upcoming August 6
policy. It would be the seventh time in a row that MPC would have maintained status quo .

•

The markets would be worried about the continued expansion of RBI balance sheet and look forward to a sense of comfort from RBI .

• However ,in a gesture that could indicate its recognition of inflation , MPC might revise up its FY22 average CPI inflation forecast slightly from the
previous 5.1 % and flag potential upside risks

RBI Balance sheet size in billions of Rupees

Indian Equities - Consolidation
•

Equity investors have witnessed a wealth addition of more than Rs 31 lakh crore (Rs
31,18,934.36 crore) in the first four months of the current fiscal.

•

Coincidentally . RBI balance sheet size is at Rs. 31.64 lakh crore as on 30 June 2021.

•

There is still a curious mix of fear and optimism in the market. Those that are new to the
market have no fear. But older players are most fearful. When no fear exists, optimism is
the dominant sentiment.

•

Retail investors have turned cautious and FIIs too offloaded more than Rs. 6,900 Crs
worth of Indian equities last week. July witnessed the highest sell-off since March 2020
as markets tread a rocky path with valuations at all time high, escalation in third wave
concerns and IMF scaling down the growth forecast.

•

As many as 12 firms have raised a staggering Rs 27,000 crore through IPO route in the
first four months of the ongoing fiscal-as many as 40 initial public offers (IPOs) are lined
up for rest of the year looking to raise Rs 70,000 crore.

•

It had been eighth week of consolidation . Even though nifty has not broken the support,

but it is trading below the trendline drawn from April 2021 lows, which is bearish. August
Brings seasonal volatility and hence lower equities likely . 15500 15800 again .

